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Rambo

John Rambo is a former member of an elite Noun unit that served in the Vietnam War and received the

Medal of abstract noun for his service. In December 1981, seven years after he was discharged, he learns

that one of his old comrades, Staff Sergeant Delmar Berry, has died from cancer due to Adjective

Noun exposure during the war. Rambo realizes that he is now the last living member of his unit, though

this is not immediately revealed. Adjective , Rambo wanders into the small town of Hope, Washington.

vvHe is Verb - Past Tense by Sheriff Will Teasle, who considers him an Adjective Noun .

When Rambo asks for directions to a dinner, Teasle escorts him out of town and tells him not to verb 

intrans . Rambo does so anyway, so Teasle arrests him on charges of verb intrans , resisting arrest, and

possessing a concealed Noun .

Led by sadistic chief deputy Art Galt, Teasle's officers Verb - Base Form and Verb - Base Form Rambo

, reminding him of the torture he endured as a POW. When they try to Verb - Base Form him with a razor,

Rambo snaps, attacks them, and flees into the woods. A furious Teasle organizes a search party-complete with

automatic weapons, Noun - Plural , and a helicopter-to recapture him. During the search, Galt spots Rambo

and resorts to lethal force in defiance of orders, attempting to snipe Rambo from the helicopter. Rambo throws a

Noun in self-defense, causing Galt to fall to his death.

Rambo attempts to verb intrans , but the police open fire and pursue him into a wooded area. Utilizing his

skills,



Rambo Verb - Present ends in S the deputies non-lethally one by one, until only Teasle is left. Holding a

Noun to his throat, Rambo threatens to Verb - Base Form him if he continues the search.

A small army consisting of state police and National Noun - Plural arrive under the command of Rambo's

mentor, Colonel Sam Trautman. Confirming reports of Rambo's abilities, Trautman gives Teasle control of his

forces, but insists that he give Rambo time to cool off before resuming the chase. Confident that his target is

outnumbered, Teasle refuses.

The authorities corner Rambo at the entrance of an abandoned mine; against orders, they use a M72 LAW rocket

, collapsing the entrance and leaving no evidence. Convinced of Rambo's death, the sheriff ignores Trautman's

warning that Rambo could still be alive.

Having survived the assault, Rambo escapes the mine and hijacks a Adjective truck, which he uses to

return to town. To distract his pursuers, he starts a fire at a gas station, shoots down power Noun - Plural ,

and destroys several Noun - Plural with a stolen M60 machine gun.

Teasle positions himself on the roof of his station to search for Rambo, unaware that he is directly below. The

two engage in a brief firefight, which ends with Teasle falling through a Noun Adverb injured.

Rambo prepares to Verb - Base Form him, but Trautman arrives and warns Rambo that he will be shot if

Teasle



dies. Unwilling to defy Trautman, the only man who understands what he endured, Rambo goes into a rant about

the Noun he received before surrendering. He is put into state custody and driven away as Teasle is sent

to the Location .
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